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Viewing drawing as a unique art form, this book was deigned to simplify and clarify the instruction of

drawing for beginning learners in a manner that allows for specificity in instrumentation and concept.

It discusses drawing as an underlying structural principle in relation to other art forms, with its own

particular language rooted in direct tactile experience of media and the analytical investigation of the

visible. Readers will gain an understanding of the basic workings of drawing by finding connections

between natural visual phenomena and the more abstract principles of design and pictorial

construction.
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Viewing drawing as a unique art form, this book was deigned to simplify and clarify the instruction of

drawing for beginning learners in a manner that allows for specificity in instrumentation and concept.

It discusses drawing as an underlying structural principle in relation to other art forms, with its own

particular language rooted in direct tactile experience of media and the analytical investigation of the

visible. Readers will gain an understanding of the basic workings of drawing by finding connections

between natural visual phenomena and the more abstract principles of design and pictorial

construction.

I had to get this one for class, but I have other drawing text books that I feel are more informative.

pretty dry but has a lot of good and useful information that i will be using for a long time.



As described and on time.

Once again, this was a gift, but it looks to be outstanding.

I love to draw. I needed this for college. pretty informative for a new artist. lots of visuals which is

always helpful.

If you are required to use this book for ANY drawing class- be forewarned- it is merely a meandering

(and quite dreary) attempt at exposure to styles. The "Vision" portion of the title merely alludes to

the fact that you are not allowed to "see" anything but the authors views herein- be forewarned!The

text misses the mark in explaining or differentiating from technique versus style- and fails to

introduce things in a logical format (for me). Things such as "Optical Grays" and tonality are blended

with biased and leading observations/analysis of artists. Instead of presenting the techniques and

allowing them to stand for themselves- great pains are taken to sway the reader into liking specific

points.Art should NOT need an interpreter- it should speak to the viewer and that student's

take-away should not be swayed for or against a particular technique.I found this book a clunky,

ill-informed and poor communicator of BOTH technique and style. DO NOT BUY THIS BOOK

Very satisfied with product. New, it was $90 at my college bookstore, and I got it for $30 here. The

amount of content is slightly overwhelming; I wouldn't pay full price for it, but it was a steal used.

If I could do it again, I wouldn't have wasted my money. I would just have gotten an HDMI cord and

connected to my computer.Constantly having to reset my router so chromecast device recognises

my router.I thought other would be more apps.The ONLY apps for chromechast areHBO go( must

have subscribtion)PandoraHulu plus( only plus)NetflixYou tubeGoogle play movies( must purchase

movies)Google play musicVivoRed bull TVSongza Plex(4.99)VikiReal Player cloud AviaRevision

3Beyond podwhich would be fine except I was under the impression that I could put any app on

there, my fault I guess we're not doing research.I gave it two stars because because it is nice to

cast these apps from my phone( when it works)It is nice to be able to cast from other devices as

well, my mom uses her nook when I'm not home.
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